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Winter of Discontent Begins:
Boston Meets on Fuels Crisis
by Suzanne Klebe and Mary Jane Freeman

With a Winter of incalculable consequences beginning in the zuelan Embassy informed the Boston Council hearings. In
the short weeks since then, the natural gas spot price, forcolder northern areas of the United States, the City Council

of Boston held extraordinary hearings Dec. 4 on how to stop example, has continued its dizzying rise, to touch $9 per mil-
lion BTUs in early December. LaRouche’s memorandum wasthe deadly upward spiral of prices of heating oil, natural gas,

and other fuels. issued prior to the Sept. 27-28 Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) meeting—thefirst heads of stateBoston Councilman Chuck Turner took the initiative,

backed by petitions of 3,000 residents and compelling testi- meeting in 25 years—held in Caracas, Venezuela. The memo,
circulated at that OPEC summit and worldwide, proposedmony of experts and citizens, to call for government-to-gov-

ernment emergency oil trades, bypassing the ruinous specula- that governments a) declare a general strategic emergency
regarding stability of flows and prices of essential energytive markets. The idea, as urgent national policy, was

proposed in September by Presidential candidate Lyndon supplies; b) set up government-to-government contracts, of
not less than 12 months, for petroleum deliveries; c) set rea-LaRouche. In the few months since then, prices of these fuels

have doubled again, and even in the United States, citizens sonable prices for these contracts; and d) set priorities on
processing of petroleum for priority categories of consumersfreezing to death for inability to buy fuel, in New England

and the Mid and Far West, has become a real and immediate in each nation.
threat. LaRouche, in a message to the hearings, called on
Boston, once again, to “fire the shot to be heard ’round the New England Winter Energy Crisis Looming

The “General Welfare,” as conceived by our foundingworld.”
On Dec. 6, the full Boston Council met and scheduled fathers, and those who led the Boston Tea Party in 1773, was

the recurring subject presented to the Boston Council’s StateDec. 12 for decision on the proposal. It had heard proof that
supply is not the problem, but speculation, in testimony rang- and Federal Affairs Committee on Dec. 4. The hearings were

convened before a full meeting-room by the committee’sing from EIR’s economics staff, to the government of Vene-
zuela, to a public-spirited and well-informed oil deliveryman chairman, Michael Flaherty, to hear public testimony on

“Resolution on Emergency Governmental Action to Reducefrom North Boston.
LaRouche’s Sept. 19 memorandum, calling for govern- Oil and Natural Gas Prices,” introduced by Councilman

Turner on Nov. 1 (see EIR, Nov. 17, 2000, p. 13).ment-to-government action to bring oil price inflation under
control (see EIR, Sept. 29, 2000), proposed emergency mea- On Nov. 1, Turner had told the Council that “people can’t

afford” these prices, a reference to the first point in his resolu-sures to deal with “the current global inflation in petroleum
prices,” which, it noted, “threaten to be the detonator of a tion: “The price of oil has more than tripled since January of

1999, to over $35 per barrel. . . .” At the time Turner made thischaotic breakdown in many, if not all of the economies of the
world.” The U.S. Energy Department, at that time, publicly initiative, the Coalition of Northeast Governors had already

issued a report warning that as of September 2000, “heatingrefused an offer from Venezuela for such direct, off-the-mar-
ket government oil sales—an offer still standing, as the Vene- oil customers will pay” almost $135 more per month for fuel
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Boston City Councilmen
Chuck Turner (upper left) and
Michael Flaherty hear
testimony on an emergency oil-
policy resolution against fuel
price hyperinflation. Key
witnesses included John Hoefle
(bottom left) of EIR’s
economics staff; Boston oil
deliveryman Jack Kearn (top
right); and Amelia Boynton
Robinson, a lifelong leader of
the U.S. civil rights movement.

this Winter! Moreover, in mid-October, Federal energy offi- now in the Winter months and the fuel situation is particularly
serious for seniors, veterans, retired folks, and those having acials had announced that reserves of No. 2 heating oil in the

Northeast, at 3.1 million barrels, less than 40% of the ten-year rough time keeping a roof over their heads. After his introduc-
tory remarks, City Councilman Turner spoke on the necessityaverage of 8 million reserve barrels for the area at this time

of year, were already low. of the resolution, discussing the disaster the high oil price has
already had on his constituents and the fact that there is noSince those September-October warnings, the fuel situa-

tion has gotten worse. Winter cold weather has come earlier, shortage of supply, and noting that OPEC has increased pro-
duction. He referenced U.S. Secretary of Energy Bill Richard-thus making demands on the low reserves before any addi-

tional reserves might have been marshalled into the area, and son’s refusal of the Venezuelan government’s offered govern-
ment-to-government oil contracts. He told the assembledthe prices have continued to skyrocket, just as LaRouche

warned in his Sept. 19 memo. The other crucial point Turner citizens that a similar resolution had passed in Camden, New
Jersey, and one had been introduced before the Pennsylvaniamade when he introduced the resolution was that “production

now exceeds consumption, and yet the price continues to General Assembly. Turner concluded his remarks stressing
the necessity of acting for the General Welfare, in protectingrise,” pointing to the City of London and Wall Street’s manip-

ulation of energy spot market prices, reduction of refining the interests of the citizens.
The dynamic hearings were characterized by that samecapacity, and the mega-mergers of oil companies.

fighting spirit exhibited in 1773, when citizens revolted
against the City of London’s “tea tax” by dumping tea intoProtect the ‘General Welfare’

Witness after witness at the Dec. 4 hearings hammered the Boston harbor. Only now, these Americans are mobilizing
against the City of London/Wall Street “fuel tax,” a tax, if youthese two points home, most insisting that “supply” is not the

reason prices are skyrocketting, but rather that speculation is will, imposed by way of their rigging of commodity markets.
Exemplary of this spirit was the presentation of 3,000 petitionthe culprit.

Flaherty, At-Large City Councilman and chair of the com- signatures gathered in support of the resolution over the last
month. Democratic committeeman John Jones, a life-longmittee taking the testimony, opened the hearings stating that

they could not have come at a more appropriate time, as we are activist in Boston, had filed the signatures with the Boston
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consensus among our citizens for the kinds of remedial
action which must be taken at the various levels of govern-

LaRouche to Boston Council: ment. We must each and all act as the circumstance re-
quires, but the first step to those actions is to resolve to‘Shot Heard ’Round the World’
work together for that great common and urgent cause.

Neither Boston, Massachusetts, nor New England as a
December 4, 2000 whole, command the glories today with which they were

Since my general views on the matter before you have adorned during the decades I was a child, youth, and young
been previously stated, and are widely known among some man, living in those quarters of our nation. Nonetheless,
leading circles of government in many parts of the world, there are reasons why decisions made in Boston and its
I limit myself to the immediate circumstance in which the vicinity can still shake the world for the better, and the
present matter comes before you. measure before you, if adopted, is surely, once again, a

The world, including our United States, is presently shot which will be heard around the world.
gripped by thefinal phase leading into the generalfinancial I am optimistic about what we can accomplish as a
collapse of this planet as a whole. Although the onrushing nation. I am worried about our willingness to undertake
crisis will be worse than anything experienced during the the needed task. If we unite for what needs to be done, I
earlier depression of 1929-32, the principles of govern- am expert enough in such matters, to be qualified to assure
ment which succeeded under President Franklin Delano you, that if we resolve to do what needs to be done, what
Roosevelt then, are the precedents by which our nation can we do will then have the means sufficient to succeed.
master the presently erupting depression of today. I ask you: Let the shot which I recommend be shot,

These indispensable actions, on which the continua- whose sound shall reverberate, once again, from Boston
tion of a decent life depends, must be shared in various and its neighborhood, will be heard, loud and clear, around
ways at various levels of government, not only Federal and the world. If you do that, I can assure you, that shot will
state, but municipal and county levels. In this process, the be heard, and I am ready and waiting, at your pleasure, to
essential task of the present moment, is to build up a do my part to bring that result about.

City Council the week before the hearings. When he testified, portunity to give a mini-class in how futures work. He said
that people are very successful in making money, buying andhe told Chairman Flaherty, Councilman Turner, and the audi-

ence, “What was important was not how long one lived, but selling, but with no intention to deliver the oil itself. Flaherty
then asked about the offer of Venezuela to supply oil to thewhat you do with the years that you have—the impact you

have for humanity.” He said that something must be done United States, and asked why the offer was refused. More
questions came from the audience, including questions con-quickly on this fuel emergency, and that he “would not stop

petitioning until it was done.” cerning how and why refinery capacity has been cut in the
United States.

Following Hoefle’s testimony was that of retired StateEIR Explodes Market Myth
Witness John Hoefle, of EIR’s economics staff, honed in Sen. Bill Owens, himself a 25-year veteran of public service.

While he was not on the hearing agenda, when he arrivedon the manipulation of the price of fuel, using charts attached
to his prepared testimony (see Documentation). He showed asking to testify, his request was immediately granted. Owens

began speaking on the “crisis of the cold” and its impact on thethat supply is not down, but up, yet prices have exploded, in
part due to mega-mergers of the big oil companies. Hoefle elderly, poor, and the sick. He discussed his own experience in

battling a long-term illness, and the need to “keep yourselfdetailed the role of the spot market and the fundamental
change in energy pricing, especially highlighting the deregu- warm by any means” under these circumstances. This can be

a real hardship for the elderly and low-income families. Inlation mania. Next, he graphically showed how the price of
oil has been increasingly divorced from the production and this light, he asserted, “the buck stops with us.” Elected offi-

cials have to act in the interest of the General Welfare, hesupply of oil, and noted that this was just one reflection of the
hyperinflation hitting the entire economy which is caused by insisted. “I don’t know how much money the city has allo-

cated for poor people for fuel . . . but even if it is $12 million,the general disintegration of the economy.
Councilman Flaherty asked Hoefle a number of questions. it may not be enough.” Pointing to Boston’s place in our

nation’s history, he said, “we set trends for the country,” there-“What do you mean by speculation? Who is speculating, in
what? How is speculation driving the market? Is this in terms fore we must act for the Good, he concluded.

Owens also took up the importance of listening toof futures, or speculation of countries?” Hoefle took the op-
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Other interventions into the Boston City Council’s crucial
hearings on LaRouche’s proposed policy to end the “long, cold,
Winter” speculation in energy fuels. The Embassy of Venezuela
restated that nation’s readiness to sell oil on direct, long-term
contract to the U.S. government. Nevada State Sen. Joseph Neal
urged the Boston Council to act, as he has in Nevada; the Camden,
New Jersey City Council has already passed a similar resolution
for government-to-government oil trade against the market
speculators.

LaRouche. He commended Councilman Turner for “picking to brush LaRouche aside as “cuckoo.” “Now I am not here to
talk for Mr. LaRouche, but frankly, I have worked closelyup on issues brought to the arena by Mr. LaRouche,” saying,

“It has been my experience that LaRouche has been right more with people associated with Mr. LaRouche. . . . There are
issues we disagree on, and I have told them that, and I havethan he has been wrong. . . . For some reason the government

doesn’t want to key into that.” Too often, he said, people want personally told him that . . . but he is absolutely correct on
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this issue.” He continued, “Why should the city or state funds same kind of public-action campaign. Neal’s endorsement
emphasized the accuracy of LaRouche’s forecasts on suchbe used to pay high speculative prices? We are subsidizing

the rich speculators to bail out Wall Street. When poor people issues, as well as his approach for dealing with this energy
emergency. Ferguson next presented similar resolution initia-go to the government to ask for assistance, it is called a ‘hand-

out.’ Now it is our responsibility to help such people. They tives from Cleveland, Ohio, and Camden, New Jersey, to
show that others are taking action to defend the General Wel-are family. They cannot provide for themselves. But not so

these bandits. This is ‘welfare for the speculators.’ ” fare, rather than bowing to the hyperinflation of the energy
speculators and huge conglomerates. He ended by describing
his collaboration with Turner on this issue, LaRouche’sThreat of Social Chaos

A Boston oil deliveryman, Jack Kearn, gave some of unique approach to dealing with these speculators, andfinally,
read LaRouche’s statement to the council, emphasizing theirthe hearing’s most gripping testimony. Kearn had just

learned about the hearings a few days before; from his own role to provide the “shot heard ’round the world.”
Councilman Turner asked Ferguson if he had anythingcarefully kept business records, he powerfully presented the

“supply hoax.” “There is not a shortage of oil,” he said, “but further he wanted to put on the record. Ferguson replied,
“Yes,” and proceeded to discuss the principle of Classicalthe price is going up daily.” He pulled out a daily comparison

calendar he has kept for the last year to make the point. He tragedy, as reflected in this energy crisis. He pointed to the
deaths already seen from the heating crisis, and said that thedescribed Boston citizens throwing stones at him as he drove

his oil truck, after television broadcasts of a false, “sound question of tragedy is when the outcome is foreseeable and
preventable, but people still don’t change. The lesson of trage-bite” pronouncement by a Boston public official, that oil

distributors are price gouging. Kearn concluded with a mov- dies on the stage can be seen, when the audience leaves the
theater happy—even after a tragedy—because they can seeing picture of the hardship the price rise is causing for his

customers: small companies filing for bankruptcy because that they don’t have to make the same mistake “in the real
world.” He then compared this to the current situation, saying,they can’t pay up front for oil deliveries; poor families asking

his advice on how to heat only one part of their house, to “If we allow prices to be set by the ‘market,’ rather than as
they should be set, then we know how it will affect people; ifkeep the bill down.

Seven other citizens testified. We summarize, here, some we don’t change, we will have a disaster.”
highlights from just a few of their impassioned presentations.
Senior citizen activist Sal Rizzo told of how, in one hour’s
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time in front of the local doughnut shop, he collected 60 signa-
tures in support of Turner’s resolution. He also explained the
impact on Teamsters and independent truckers who, after this
latest oil price hike, are going broke. An executive board
member of the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees and Boston bus worker, Ivan Jones,
testifed that Boston municipal employees are required to live
in the city, but some cannot survive in Boston because they
cannot afford to pay for heat!

Near the conclusion, the Spirit of 1776 was embodied
in the testimony of veteran civil rights activist and heroine
Amelia Boynton Robinson, as she insisted on the importance
of citizen-action. Councilman Flaherty, showing his great re-
spect for Mrs. Robinson, said his father always told him that
“experience counts,” and that hers was apparent. She empha-
sized that unity makes organizers stronger, and discussed the
importance of the fight for the right to vote, as has been so
evident in the recent Presidential election. Now is the time,
she told the hearing, to make LaRouche’s policies heard, so
we may take back the country.

Change, or Tragedy
Boston LaRouche spokesman Bill Ferguson presented an

array of support and/or similar resolutions from across the
nation. He read an endorsement of Councilman Turner’s reso-
lution by Nevada State Sen. Joe Neal (D), who, in October of
this year, stopped electricity deregulation in that state by the
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